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1. Introduction

In the next three decades, the planet’s rate of urbanization will increase at a fast pace,
adding 2,5 billion new dwellers to the current urban population. To accommodate this
demographic growth, the world needs to tackle the many challenges of sustainable
and fair urban development. Right now, urbanization in the Global South happens in
mainly unsustainable ways, with approximately 850 million people living in slums in
2014 (1/3 of all urban dwellers).
Rethinking the current systems of affordable housing production is a major challenge
that needs urgent actions. The stakeholders involved in housing production, in general,
and the architecture discipline, in particular, need a critical evaluation of their processes, methods and strategies to answer some pressing questions. Where will all these
new urban dwellers live? More importantly perhaps, how will these new urbanites
dwell? What will be the role of architects and urban planners in this process?
The graduation studio Mixing Mumbai: Affordable Housing for Inclusive Development aims to stimulate the participants to contribute answers to these questions,
engaging with pressing dwelling and urban issues in developing territories, as well as
with the increasing cross-cultural character of contemporary architectural practice.
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2. Methodology

The chair of Architecture and Dwelling will challenge students to find appropriate methods for the analysis and design in cultural contexts that are not their own. Participants
in the studio will be invited to develop innovative methods of surveying social and spatial practices, formulating disciplinary positions, and experimenting with new approaches and techniques as a response to particular cultural, social, environmental, political
and economical conditions. Participants in the studio will investigate forms of dwelling
and collectivity based on specific social patterns and different family structures. Issues
such as income generation and waste management will be crucial aspects to deal with
in the context of the assignment. Also, the climate will trigger particular questions that
go beyond those that we are used in our own realities/contexts. In this design studio, shade and shelter will be central aspects, while issues of water, sanitation, waste
and energy will be tackled as pressing questions for inclusive urbanization. Finding a
balance between local cultures and techniques on the one hand, and global developments on the other, will become an important challenge to be tackled by the participants in the studio.
Against this cross-cultural background, students are requested to develop their own
position and to find appropriate tools for analysis and design. The studio will also connect to and collaborate with Mumbai’s architecture college Kamla Raheja Vidyanidhi
Institute of Architecture and Environmental Studies (KRVIA) and local housing experts.
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3. Thematic Scope

This edition of the studio will focus on the metropolitan region of Mumbai as a significant case in the Global South, in general, and in India in particular.
The housing shortage in Mumbai’s metropolitan region is dramatic: currently, 54% of
its 20 million inhabitants lives in slums. The local government has recently launched
new policies to provide more affordable housing. However, these policies are mainly
focused on efficiency (building quickly and cheaply), overlooking the resilience of the
new communities.
The graduation studio Mixing Mumbai: Affordable Housing for Inclusive Development will explore alternative approaches to deal with Mumbai’s dramatic housing
issues. The participants in this studio will be challenged to explore innovative possibilities to produce an inclusive urban habitat in this expanding megacity. The studio
will stimulate the participants to develop a critical integration of design and research.
First, the participants will work in groups to investigate the project’s political, technical,
geographical and sociological context. Then, each individual participant will be invited
to develop a design hypothesis for an inclusive, sustainable and resilient dwelling environment in the Nalasopara area, in the north of the urban agglomeration of Mumbai.
Each project should consider design solutions crossing multiple scales: from the community’s masterplan to the detailing of the building’s materialization.
Participating in the studio requires a site visit of approximately two weeks at the beginning of the second quarter of the Fall semester. In this field trip, students organized in
sub-groups will conduct in-situ research, investigating housing figures as well as vernacular social and spatial practices, building techniques, and climatological conditions.
Questions will include: Through which methods do we get a hold of the complex realities of developing territories? Which local logics offer points of departure for innovative
affordable housing projects? Contacts with local partners will provide possibilities for
an in-depth investigation of the local conditions trough debates, participatory observation and interviews.
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4. Learning Goals

At the end of this course students will be able to:
1. Recognize and produce visual synthesis of urban transformation processes;
2. Develop analytical research to the typological and morphological characteristics of a
specific urban context;
3. Explain the interwoven relation between socio-economic factors (e.g. demography
and urban policies), and the socio-spatial practices in the realm of housing using descriptive and mapping techniques;
4. Compose and present a problem statement;
5. Evaluate the results of an analytical study and literature review to formulate a critical
reflection on housing issues;
6. Formulate a design hypothesis;
7. Design a project for a housing complex;
8. Identify appropriate building techniques and construction systems to be employed in
an affordable housing design proposal.
9. Produce meaningful visual and physical outputs to communicate the project to an
audience of experts;
10. Discuss the design principles of a housing project with other stakeholders.
The graduation report demonstrates the student’s ability to employ moral sensibility,
analysis, creativity, judgment, decision and argumentation skills regarding Architectural
ethics and his/her future role as architect. The individual graduation report should not
only contain an elaboration regarding the Graduation Project’s societal and disciplinary
relevance, but has to also address design ethics and the way in which inter-cultural
issues were addressed in the graduation project.
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5. Course Structure and Coaching

The tutorial system is the main educational method used in this course. The tutorial
sessions will be focused on integrating research and design in the studio work.
Throughout the whole semester the work for the course MSc 3 Global Housing Graduation Studio will be produced either in group or individually. While the fundamental
research will be developed as team work, the problem statement and the design hypothesis will be individual. The teams will be formed based on the members’ shared
interests and personal preferences, whenever possible. In case of lack of agreement to
form the group the studio coordinator will act as mediator.
The studio’s coaching team has three teachers that should be able to effectively and
pleasantly instruct students. The weekly meetings are scheduled in such a way that
every group or individual student should have the opportunity to discuss the progress
of his/her/their work with two instructors.
The tutorial sessions of this course are organised in five consecutive phases.
Phase I _ Design Research / Projective Mapping
In the first phase the students, organised in groups, will build up a collective knowledge
base of the site’s socio-economic characteristics, history, process of urban transformation and main housing figures. Using appropriate descriptive and mapping techniques,
the students will produce a research report with a synthesis of the data collected, including information on relevant sources and bibliographic references.
Phase 2 _ Problem Statement
In the second phase each student will reflect upon the site’s urban transformation and
its current housing policies. Using this reflection as a backdrop, each student should
develop a critical account of the challenges and opportunities in the design of affordable housing for sustainable development in the global urban South,
with a specific focus on the project’s site. This short essay (2500-3500 words) should
be original and adhere to the format and language protocols of academic writing. This
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reflection should be also prepared as an oral presentation. It will be used as support
for the P1 review.
Note: The production of the essay will be complemented with tutorial sessions included
in the course “Tutorial Graduation Studio - Global Housing” (AR3Ad020b).
Phase 3 _ Field Trip / Site Survey
The students enrolled in this course will travel to the project’s location. The Field Trip
will include several activities, as follows:
a) Visits, Lectures, and Study trips;
b) Site survey (measurements, photographical survey, interviews and other documentation relevant to produce a report on the site’s social and spatial patterns of inhabitation;
c) Design Workshop.
Phase 4 _ Patterns of Inhabitation
After the field trip the students (organised in groups) should prepare a research report,
including an analytical account of the site’s social and spatial practices. The report
should be presented in two formats:
a) A Visual Essay;
b) An oral presentation with adequate visual and multimedia.
Phase 5 _ Design Hypothesis
Drawing from the activities developed in the first four phases each student will develop
his/her design hypothesis for a housing project, including its extensions (the collective
and public space). The project can be for a single residential building as well as an
ensemble or other types of housing, depending on the position taken and the outcome
of the previous phases. The proposal should include a choice of site, a draft proposal,
a model, and a reflection on the project’s goals regarding the social, spatial and environmental aspects of the proposal as well as an explanation of the key architectural
elements guiding the design.
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6. Assessment and Evaluation

Throughout the MSc 3 graduation process there will be one obligatory progress review
(P1) and one formal assessment (P2).
At the mandatory progress review (P1) the problem statement of each student will be
discussed, reviewed and evaluated by the members of the coaching team. This review
may be complemented by the comments of a guest critic. At the P1 presentation the
students will be assigned with a main mentor and a research mentor from the coaching
team. The 2nd mentor (BT mentor) will be assigned later.
P1 Progress Review:
Deliverables:
•
Draft graduation plan based on template
•
Research Proposal
•
Site analysis
•
Situational research
Date: Week 3.3: 1 December 2017
Note: Final Registration for P2 should be done before 17 November 2017
At the Formal Assessment (P2) the work produced by the students will be assessed
by the main mentor, the research mentor, the BT mentor and a Delegate of the Board
of Examiners.
The procedures and the protocols for the P1 and P2 presentations are described in the
Graduation manual and should be followed unless expressed otherwise by the course
coordinator.
P2 Formal Assessment:
Deliverables:
•
Graduation plan based on template (see appendix 2 of the Graduation Manual)
•
Urban draft / master plan 1:1000 / 1:500
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•
Program / list of requirements
•
Draft design (plans, sections, elevations) 1:200
Date: Week 2.8: 18-19 January 2018 (to be confirmed)
Evaluation Criteria:
•
Research Proposal (Subject, Problem statement, Objective, research questions)
•
Design Research (Formulation / analysis of the initial design brief)
•
Design (Preliminary design theme, Preliminary choice of context)
•
Presentation (Written, oral, drawings, graphics and models)
•
Process (Academic attitude: evidence based, logical, critical)
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7. Phasing

The MSc 3 graduation studio is organized in five consecutive phases.
Phase I _ Design Research / Projective Mapping
In the first phase the students, organized in groups (3/4 persons), will build up a collective knowledge base containing key data and features about the project’s site. This
research will be developed by four groups and comprise the following components:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Group A (2 students): Hard Data (Demography, Economy, Climate)
Group B (2 students): Soft Data (History, Religion, Arts and Craftsmanship)
Group C (2/3 students): Spatial Mapping (Urban transformation, Infrastructure)
Group D (2/3 students): Housing (Policies and Typological Variations)

The data and visual outputs of each group’s research should be organized in 4 sequential scales, including the most relevant components for each scale:
Macro: India
Regional: Mumbai Metropolitan Region
Local: Vasai-Virar Sub-Region
Zone: Nalasopara
A special importance should be given to the production of the research’s visual outputs
and to the consistency of the presentation methods developed by the three groups.
For this matter, an editorial committee will be nominated, with the task of assuring the
visual consistence of the research outputs.
Phase 2 _ Problem Statement
In the second phase each student will reflect upon India’s current housing issues and
develop a critical reflection on the challenges and opportunities in the design of Affordable Housing for Inclusive Development in the Global Urban South, with a specific
focus on the case of Mumbai Metropolitan Region. The problem statement should be
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elaborated as a short essay (2500-3500 words).
Note: The production of the essay will be complemented with tutorial sessions included
in the course “Tutorial Graduation Studio” (AR3Ad020).
Phase 3 _ Field Trip / Site Survey
During the month of November 2017, the students enrolled in the course will travel to
Mumbai. The Field Trip will be the third phase of the graduation studio, and include
several activities:
a)
Visits, Lectures, and Study trips.
b)
Site survey in Nalasopara (measurements, photographical survey, interviews and
other documentation relevant to produce a book of urban and architectural patterns).
Note: The guidelines for the book of patterns will be announced later.
c)
Workshop with KRVIA students and faculty.
Upon returning from the Field Trip the students should prepare a reflection combining
the results of the first two phases and the field trip. This reflection will be used as support for the P1 presentation in week 2.3.
Phase 4 _ Patterns of Inhabitation
After the P1 presentation the students (organized in groups of 3/4 persons) should prepare the Mumbai Book of Patterns. The book should include 4 chapters, one for each
of the following social and spatial practices:
a)
Income Generation
b)
Building Techniques
c)
Social Spaces
d)
Boundaries
Note: The background information for the preparation of the “Book of Patterns” will be
given as part of the course “Tutorial Graduation Studio” (AR3Ad020)
Phase 5 _ Design Hypothesis
Drawing from the activities developed in the first three phases each student will develPage 20
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op his/her Design Hypothesis for a housing project, including its extensions (the collective and public space). The project can be for a single residential building as well as an
ensemble or other types of housing, depending on the position taken and the outcome
of the previous phases. The proposal should include a choice of site, a draft proposal,
a model, and a reflection on the project’s goals regarding the social, spatial and environmental aspects of the proposal as well as an explanation of the key architectural
elements guiding the design.
The proposals will be evaluated by the tutors and serve as the basis for the P2 GO/No
GO Assessment.
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8. Planning Highlights

PHASE 1:
Design Research and Projective Mapping
Duration: 6 weeks (1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6)
PHASE 2:
Thematic Research / Problem Statement
Duration: 3 weeks (1.7, 1.8, 1.9)
PHASE 3:
Field Trip /Site Survey
Duration: 2 weeks (1.10, 2.1)
>> Field Trip / Workshop at KRVIA:
Week 1.10: 6-10 November 2017
PHASE 4:
Patterns of Inhabitation
Duration: 2 weeks preparation (2.2, 2.3) + 4 weeks production in course AR3AD020
>> / P1 Presentations:
Week 2.3: 1 December 2017
PHASE 5:
Design Hypothesis
Duration: 4 weeks (2.4, 2.5, 2.6, 2.7)
>> P2 Presentations
Week 2.8: 18-19 January 2018 (to be confirmed)
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9. Course Plan

Week 1.1: Friday, 8 September 2017

Lesson Plan:
- Introduction to the MsC 3 Global Housing Graduation Studio.
- Presentation of the students and tutors.
- Introduction Phase 1 (Design Research and Projective Mapping).
- Formation of the Research Groups.*
Note: Research Groups should have 2/3 students each

Homework:
- Read Support Documentation in the Course’s Shared Folder
- Collect additional data, cartography, bibliographic references and sources (Group work).
		

Week 1.2: Friday, 15 September 2017

Lesson Plan:
- Introduction to the topic of “Affordable Housing in the Global Urban South”.
- Presentation and Discussion of the Urban Transformation and Housing Figures of Mumbai.
- Define framework of the design research and projective mapping.
- Presentation of examples and paradigms of pictorial representation of research outputs.
Homework:
- Prepare draft versions of pictorial representations of the research outputs.

Week 1.3: Friday, 22 September 2017

Lesson Plan:
- Presentation and discussion of each group’s draft versions of pictorial representations of the research outputs.
- Establishment of an Editorial Board* for the Design Research booklet, and definition of editorial
guidelines.
- Discuss draft version of the table of contents for the research booklet.
*Note: The Editorial Team should have 2/3 students max.

Homework:
- Editorial Board: Elaborate draft presentation of the research output (screen + booklet).
- Groups: Develop further draft versions of pictorial representations of the research outputs.
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Week 1.4: Friday, 29 September 2017

Lesson Plan:
- Presentation and discussion of the draft versions of pictorial representations of the research outputs.
Homework:
- Elaborate revised versions of the research output of Phase 1 (screen + booklet).

Week 1.5: Friday, 30 September 2017

Lesson Plan:
- Presentation and discussion of the revised versions of the research outputs of Phase 1.
Homework:
- Elaborate final presentation of the research output of Phase 1 (screen + booklet).

Week 1.6: Friday, 6 October 2017

Lesson Plan:
- Presentation of the outcome of Phase 1: Design Research and Projective Mapping.
Homework:
- Read source texts and support documentation for Phase 2.
		

Week 1.7: Friday, 13 October 2017

Lesson Plan:
- Introduction Phase 2 (Problem Statement).
- Presentation and discussion of source texts and documentation.
- Distribution and assignment of texts / documents to review.
Homework:
- Read documentation on academic writing (format and protocols).
- Elaborate summary / review of the text/document assigned.
- Elaborate abstract of the problem statement (send by email to tutors before Wednesday 18 October
2017).
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Week 1.8: Friday, 20 October 2017

Lesson Plan:
- Presentation and discussion of the summary / reviews of the texts assigned.
- Individual discussion of the abstracts.
Homework:
- Prepare the draft version of the problem statement.

Week 1.9: Friday, 27 October 2017

Lesson Plan:
- Lecture with invited scholar
- Presentation and review of the outcome of Phase 2: (Problem Statement).
- Hand in hardcopy of the problem statement.
		

Week 1.10: 6-10 November 2017

Lesson Plan:
- Phase 3: Field Trip to Mumbai (detailed program t.b.a.).
		

Week 2.1: 13-17 November 2016
Lesson Plan:
- Field Work in Mumbai / Nalasopara.

*Note: The Final registration date for P2 is 17 November 2017

Week 2.2: Friday, 24 November 2017

Lesson Plan:
- Discuss and consolidate material gathered in the Field Trip (Site Survey / Patterns of Inhabitation).
- Introduction Phase 4 (Patterns of Inhabitation).
- Introduction to the contents and format of the Graduation Plan.
Homework:
- Prepare the draft version of the Graduation Plan.
- Prepare contents for the P1 Presentation.
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Week 2.3: Friday, 1 December 2017
Lesson Plan:
- P1 Presentations

Homework:
- Prepare contents for the MBP (the development of the MBP will be supervised in the course Tutorial
Graduation Studio AR3AD020).
		

Week 2.4: Friday, 8 December 2017

Lesson Plan:
- Introduction Phase 5 (Design Hypothesis).
- Presentation of Benchmarks on Affordable Housing for Inclusive Development
Homework:
- Prepare first draft Design Hypothesis
		

Week 2.5: Friday, 15 December 2017
Lesson Plan:
- Discussion of first draft Design Hypothesis
Homework:
- Define revised design hypothesis.
		

Week 2.6: Tuesday, 19 December 2017

Lesson Plan:
- Lecture by invited scholar / designer.
- Presentation of the draft version of the Mumbai Book of Patterns.
- Presentation (PK20x20) of the individual design hypothesis.
Homework:
- Develop the individual design hypothesis.		
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Week 2.7: Friday, 12 January 2018

Lesson Plan:
- Discussion of the individual design hypothesis .
- Discussion of guidelines for the P2 Presentation.
Homework:
- Prepare P2 Presentation.
		

Week 2.8: 18-19 January 2018
P2 Presentations.
		

Week 2.10: 1-2 February 2018
P2 Retake (if necessary).
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